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Efficient, Near Complete and Oen Sound Hybrid Dynamic
Data Race Prediction
Schedulable-happens before and weak-causally precedes meet lockset
MARTIN SULZMANN, Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences, Germany
KAI STADTMÜLLER, Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences, Germany
Dynamic data race prediction aims to identify races based on a single program run represented by a trace.
The challenge is to remain efficient while being as sound and as complete as possible. Efficient means a
linear run-time as otherwise the method unlikely scales for real-world programs. We introduce an efficient,
near complete and often sound dynamic data race prediction method that combines the lockset method with
several improvements made in the area of happens-before methods. By near complete we mean that the
method is complete in theory but for efficiency reasons the implementation applies some optimizations that
may result in incompleteness. The method can be shown to be sound for two threads but is unsound in
general. We provide extensive experimental data that shows that our method works well in practice.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Concurrency, Data race prediction, Happens before, Lockset
1 INTRODUCTION
We consider verification methods in the context of concurrently executing programs that make
use of multiple threads, shared reads and writes, and acquire/release operations to protect crit-
ical sections. Specifically, we are interested in data races. A data race arises if two unprotected,
conflicting read/write operations from different threads happen at the same time.
Detection of data races via traditional run-time testing methods where we simply run the pro-
gram and observe its behavior can be tricky. Due to the highly non-deterministic behavior of
concurrent programs, a data race may only arise under a specific schedule. Even if we are able to
force the program to follow a specific schedule, the two conflicting events many not not happen
at the same time. Static verification methods, e.g. model checking, are able to explore the entire
state space of different execution runs and their schedules. The issue is that static methods often
do not scale for larger programs. To make them scale, the program’s behavior typically needs to
be approximated which then results in less precise analysis results.
The most popular verification method to detect data races combines idea from run-time testing
and static verification. Like in case of run-time testing, a specific program run is considered. The
operations that took place are represented as a program trace. A trace reflects the interleaved ex-
ecution of the program run and forms the basis for further analysis. The challenge is to predict
if two conflicting operations may happen at the same time even if these operations may not nec-
essarily appear in the trace right next to each other. This approach is commonly referred to as
dynamic data race prediction.
The challenge of a dynamic data race prediction algorithm is to be efficient, sound and complete.
By efficient we mean a run-time that is linear in terms of the size of the trace. Sound means that
races reported by the algorithm can be observed via some appropriate reordering of the trace. If
unsound, we refer to wrongly a classified race as a false positive. Complete means that all valid
reorderings that exhibit some race can be predicted by the algorithm. If incomplete, we refer to
any not reported race as a false negative.
Our interest is to study various efficient dynamic data race prediction algorithms and consider
their properties when it comes to soundness and completeness. There are two popular methods to
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obtain an efficient algorithm:Happens-before [Lamport 1978] and lockset [Dinning and Schonberg
1991]. We review both methods and state-of-the art algorithms that rely on these methods in the
upcoming Section 3. Our idea is to combine happens-before and lockset in a novel way. This leads
to a new hybrid dynamic data race prediction algorithm. We provide extensive experimental re-
sults covering performance as well as precision.
In this work, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a novel efficient dynamic race prediction method that combines the lockset
methodwith ideas found in the happen-before based SHB [Mathur et al. 2018] andWCP [Kini et al.
2017] algorithms. The method is shown to be complete in general and sound for the case of
two threads (Section 4).
• We give a detailed description of how to implement our proposed method (Section 5). We
provide for an algorithm that overall has quadratic run-time. This algorithm can be turned
into a linear run-time algorithm by sacrificing completeness. For practical as well as con-
trived examples, incompleteness is rarely an issue.
• We carry out extensive experiments covering a large set of real-world programs as well
as a collection of the many challenging examples that can be found in the literature. For
experimentation, we have implemented our algorithm as well as its contenders in a common
framework. We measure the performance, time and space behavior, as well as the precision,
e.g. ratio of false positives/negatives etc. Measurements show that our algorithm performs
well compared to state-of-the art algorithms such as ThreadSanitizer, FastTrack, SHB and
WCP (Section 6).
Section 3 covers earlier efficient dynamic data race prediction algorithms. Section 7 summarizes
further related work. Section 8 concludes. The appendix contains optional material such as proofs,
extended examples, optimization details etc.
2 PRELIMINARIES
We introduce some notations and we formally define the dynamic data race prediction problem.
The development largely follows similar recent works, e.g. consider Kini et al. [2017]; Mathur et al.
[2018].
Run-Time Events and Traces. We assume concurrent programs making use of shared variables and
acquire/release (a.k.a. lock/unlock) primitives. Further constructs such as fork and join are omit-
ted for brevity. We assume that programs are executed under the sequential consistency memory
model [Adve and Gharachorloo 1996]. This is a standard assumption made by most data race pre-
diction algorithms. The upcoming condition (CR1) in Definition 2.5 reflects this assumption.
Programs are instrumented to derive a trace of events when running the program. A trace is of
the following form.
Definition 2.1 (Run-Time Traces and Events).
T ::= [] | i♯e : T Trace
e ::= r (x)j | w(x)j | acq(y)j | rel(y)j Events
Besides e , we sometimes use symbols f and д to refer to events.
A trace T is a list of events. We use the notation a list of objects [o1, . . . ,on] is a shorthand for
o1 : · · · : on : []. We write ++ to denote the concatenation operator among lists. For each event e ,
we record the thread id number i in which the event took place, written i♯e . We write r (x)j and
w(x)j to denote a read and write event on shared variable x at position j . We write acq(y)j and
rel(y)j to denote a lock and unlock event on mutex y. The number j represents the position of the
event in the trace. We sometimes omit the thread id and the position for brevity.
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We often use a tabular notation for traces where we introduce for each thread a separate column
and the trace position can be identified via the row number. Below, we find a trace specified as list
of events (on the right) and its corresponding tabular notation (on the left).
T = [1♯w(x)1, 1♯acq(y)2, 1♯rel(y)3, 2♯acq(y)4, 2♯w(x)5, 2♯rel(y)6]
1♯ 2♯
1. w(x)
2. acq(y)
3. rel(y)
4. acq(y)
5. w(x)
6. rel(y)
We introduce some helper functions. For traceT , we assume some functions to access the thread
id and position of e . We define threadT (e) = j if T = T1 ++ [j♯e] ++ T2 for some traces T1,T2. We
define posT (r (x)j) = j , posT (w(x)j) = j , posT (acq(y)j ) = j and posT (rel(y)j ) = j to extract the
trace position from an event. We assume that the trace position is correct: If posT (e) = n then
T = i1♯e1 : · · · : in−1♯en−1 : i♯e : T ′ for some events ik♯ek and trace T ′. We often drop the
componentT and write thread(e) and pos(e) for short.
Given a trace T , we can also access an event at a certain position k . We define T [k] = e if e ∈ T
where posT (e) = k .
For trace T , we define events(T ) = {e | ∃T1,T2, j .T = T1 ++[j♯e] ++T2} to be the set of events in
T . We write e ∈ T if e ∈ events(T ).
For trace T , we define proj♯i (T ) = T
′ the projection of T onto thread i where (1) for each e ∈ T
where threadT (e) = i we have that e ∈ T ′, and (2) for each e, f ∈ T ′ where posT ′(e) < posT ′(f ) we
have that posT (e) < posT (f ). That is, the projection onto a thread comprised of all events in that
thread and the program order remains the same.
Besides accurate trace positions, we demand that acquire and release events are in a proper
acquire/release order.
Definition 2.2 (Proper Acquire/Release Order). We say a traceT satisfies a proper acquire/release
order if the following conditions (AR1-3) are satisfied.
Condition (AR1): For i♯rel(y)k2 ∈ T there exists i♯acq(y)k1 ∈ T where k1 < k2. No other ac-
quire/release event on y occurs in between trace positions k1 and k2.
Condition (AR2): For each i♯acq(y)k1 ∈ T , if j♯acq(y)k3 ∈ T where k1 < k3 then there exists
i♯rel(y)k2 ∈ T where k1 < k2 < k3.
We refer to each pair (i♯acq(y)j1 , i♯rel(y)j2) that satisfies the above conditions as a pair ofmatching
acquire-release events.
Condition (AR3): For each two matching-acquire release pairs (i♯acq(y)j1 , i♯rel(y)j2) and
(i♯acq(y′)j′1 , i♯rel(y
′)j′2 ) where j1 < j
′
1 we have that j
′
2 < j
′
1.
Conditions (AR1-2) ensure that the lock semantics is respected. Condition (AR2) covers the case
that an acquire is without matching release. This happens for traces that result from programs that
terminated within a critical section. Condition (AR3) states that critical sections for two distinct
lock variables y and y′ cannot overlap.
We say a trace T is well-formed if trace positions in T are correct and T satisfies a proper ac-
quire/release order.
Trace Reordering and Data Race. We define the set of predictable pairs of conflicting events that
are in a data race. Conflicting events are combinations of write-write, write-read and read-write
pairs that involve the same variable. By predictable we mean that the data race can be exposed by
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reordering the trace such that the two the conflicting events appear right next to each other in the
trace.
To define reorderings concisely, we introduce some helpful definitions for read/write events and
critical sections.
Definition 2.3 (Read/Write Events). Let T be a trace. We define T rwx as the set of all read/write
events in T on some variable x . We define T rw as the union ofT rwx for all variables x .
LetM ⊆ T be a subset of events in T . Then, we define M ↓ T rwx = M ∩T
rw
x .
Let e, f ∈ T rwx where either both are write events or one of them is a read and the other is a
write event. We assume that e and f result from different threads. Then, we say that e and f are
two conflicting events.
Let e, f ∈ T rwx where e is a read event and f is a write event. We say that f is the last write for e
w.r.t. T if (1) f appears before e in the trace, and (2) there is no other write event on x in between
f and e in the trace.
Definition 2.4 (Critical Section). Let T be a trace.
We write i♯〈acq(y)k , e1, . . . , en, rel(y)l 〉 to denote a critical section inT if the following conditions
(CS1-2) are satisfied.
Condition (CS1): [i♯acq(y)k , i♯e1, . . . , i♯en, i♯rel(y)l ] is a subtrace of proj♯i (T ).
Condition (CS2): The pair (i♯acq(y)k , i♯rel(y)l ) is a matching pair of acquire-release events.
We write f ∈ i♯〈acq(y)k , e1, . . . , en , rel(y)l 〉 if f is one of the events in the critical section.
We often write i♯CS(y) as a short-form for a critical section i♯〈acq(y)k , e1, . . . , en, rel(y)l 〉.
We write i♯CS(y) ∈ T to denote that the critical section is part of the traceT .
We write i♯acq(CS(y)) to refer to acq(y)k and i♯rel(CS(y)) to refer to rel(y)l .
If the thread id does not matter, we writeCS(y) for short and so on. If the lock variable does not
matter, we write CS for short and so on.
Definition 2.5 (Correct Reordering). LetT be a well-formed trace. LetT ′ be a trace such that (CR1)
for each thread id i we have that proj♯i (T
′) is a subtrace of proj♯i (T ), (CR2) for each read event e
in T ′ where f is the last write for e w.r.t. T , we have that f is in T ′ and f is also the last write for
e w.r.t.T ′, and (CR3)T ′ satisfies a proper acquire/release order. Then, we say thatT ′ is a correctly
reordered prefix ofT . In such a situation, we write T ⊲T ′.
We only reorder existing events and the program order for each thread remains the same (see
(CR1)). Each read observes the same last write (see (CR2)) and the order of acquire/release events
is proper (see (CR3)). Hence, traceT ′ is a prefix of a permutation of traceT where T ′ results from
choosing a different sequence of interleaved execution steps that leaves the program order, last
write property and lock semantics intact. Trace positions inT ′ may no longer be accurate because
of the reordering events. For convenience, we keep trace positions as defined by T to uniquely
identify events when comparing elements from T ′ and T .
Critical sections represent atomic units and the events within cannot be reordered. However,
critical sections themselves may be reordered. Each reordering of the original traces reflects a
certain schedule that represents a possible interleaved execution of the program. We distinguish
between schedules that leave the order of critical sections unchanged (trace-specific schedule), and
schedules that reorder critical sections (alternative schedule).
Definition 2.6 (Schedule). LetT be a well-formed trace andT ′ some correctly reordered prefix of
T .
We sayT ′ represents the trace-specific schedule inT if the relative position of (common) critical
sections (for the same lock variable) inT ′ andT is the same. For lock variabley and critical sections
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CS(y)1,CS(y)2 ∈ T whereCS(y)1 appears beforeCS(y)2 in T we have thatCS(y)1,CS(y)2 ∈ T ′ and
CS(y)1 appears beforeCS(y)2 inT ′. Otherwise, we sayT ′ that represents some alternative schedule.
Example 2.7. Consider the well-formed trace
T = [1♯w(x)1, 1♯acq(y)2, 1♯rel(y)3, 2♯acq(y)4, 2♯w(x)5, 2♯rel(y)6].
Then, T ′ = [2♯acq(y)4, 2♯w(x)5, 1♯w(x)1, 2♯rel(y)6, 1♯acq(y)2, 1♯rel(y)3] is a correctly reordered
prefix of T where T ′ represents an alternative schedule.
For each correctly reordered prefix (schedule), we identify conflicting events that are in a data
race. A data race is represented as a pair (e, f ) of events where e and f are in conflict and we find
a schedule where e appears right before f in the trace. We refer to (e, f ) as a predictable data race
pair because the race is predicted by a reordered trace.
The condition that e appears right before f is useful to clearly distinguish between write-read
and read-write races. We generally assume that for each read there is an initial write. Write-read
race pairs are linked to write-read dependencies where a write immediately precedes a read. Read-
write race pairs indicate situations where a read might interfere with some other write, not the
read’s last write. For write-write race pairs (e, f ) it turns out if e appears right before f for some
reordered trace then f can also appear right before e by using a slightly different reordering. Hence,
write-write pairs (e, f ) and (f , e) are equivalent and we only report the representative (e, f )where
e appears before f in the original trace.
Below are the formal definitions for predictable data race pairs followed by some example.
Definition 2.8 (Initial Writes). We say a traceT satisfies the initial write property if for each read
event e on variable x inT there exists a write event f on variable x in T where posT (f ) < posT (e).
The initial write of a read does not necessarily need to occur within the same thread. It is suf-
ficient that the write occurs before the read in the trace. From now on we assume that all traces
satisfy the initial write assumption, as well as the well-formed property.
Definition 2.9 (Predictable Data Race Pairs). LetT be a trace. LetT ′ be a correctly reordered prefix
of T ′. Let e, f ∈ T . We refer to (e, f ) as a predictable data race pair if (a) e, f are two conflicting
events in T , and (b) e appears right before f in the trace T ′.
We say (e, f ) is a write-read race pair if e is a write and f is a read. We say (e, f ) is a read-write
race pair if e is a read and f is a write. We say (e, f ) is a write-write race pair if both events are
writes.
We write e
T⊲T ′
≍ f for predictable write-read, read-write and write-write race pairs and tracesT
and T ′ as specified above. For write-write pairs (e, f ) we demand that posT (e) < posT (f ).
We define PT = {(e, f ) | e, f ∈ T ∧ ∃T ′.T ⊲ T ′ ∧ e
T⊲T ′
≍ f }. We refer to PT as the set of all
predictable data pairs derivable fromT .
We define
ST = {(e, f ) | e, f ∈ T ∧∃T ′.T ⊲T ′ ∧ e
T⊲T ′
≍ f ∧T ′ trace-specific schedule}. We refer to ST as the
set of all trace-specific predictable data race pairs derivable fromT .
Our characterization of predictable data races does not rule out deadlocks. A predictable data
race may not be feasible because if we would try to follow the schedule that is meant to exhibit the
race we run into a deadlock. This is a known issue, see [Kini et al. 2017]. Checking for deadlocks
and ruling out their presence is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Example 2.10. Consider the following traceT where we use the tabular notation.
1♯ 2♯ 3♯
1. w(x)
2. w(x)
3. r (x)
4. r (x)
5. w(x)
For each event e we consider the possible candidates f for which (e, f ) forms a predictable race
pair. We start with event w(x)1.
For w(x)1 we immediately find (1) (w(x)1,w(x)2). We also find (2) (w(x)1,w(x)5) by putting
w(x)1 in between r (x)4 andw(x)5. There are no further combinations (w(x)1, f ) where w(x)1 can
appear right before some f . For instance, (w(x)1, r (x)3) is not valid because otherwise the ‘last
write‘ condition (CR2) in Definition 2.5 is violated.
Consider w(x)2. We find (3) (w(x)2,w(x)1) because T ′ = [w(x)2,w(x)1] is a correctly reordered
prefix of T . It is crucial that we only consider prefixes. Any extension of T ′ that involves r (x)3
would violate the ‘last write‘ condition (CR2) in Definition 2.5. Forw(x)2 there is another pair (4)
(w(x)2, r (x)4). The pair (w(x)2, r (x)4) is not a valid write-read race pair because w(x)2 and r (x)4
result from the same thread and therefore are not in conflict.
Consider r (x)3. We find pairs (5) (r (x)3,w(x)1) and (6) (r (x)3,w(x)5). For instance (5) is due to the
prefix [w(x)2, r (x)3,w(x)1]. The remaining race pairs are (7) (r (x)4,w(x)1) and (8) (w(x)5,w(x)1).
Pairs (1) and (3) as well as pairs (2) and (8) are equivalent write-write race pairs. When col-
lecting all predictable race pairs we only keep the representatives (1) and (2). Hence, we find
PT = {(1), (2), (4), (5), (6), (7)} where each race pair is represented by the numbering schemed
introduced above. There are no critical sections and therefore no alternative schedules. Hence,
PT = ST .
Example 2.11. Consider the following trace (on the left) and the set of predictable and trace-
specific race pairs (on the right).
1♯ 2♯
1. w(x)
2. w(x)
3. acq(y)
4. rel(y)
5. acq(y)
6. rel(y)
7. r (x)
PT = {(w(x)1,w(x)2), (w(x)1, r (x)7)}
ST = {(w(x)1,w(x)2)}
There are no read-write races in this case. The pair (w(x)1, r (x)7) results from the correctly re-
ordered prefix (alternative schedule) T ′ = [2♯w(x)1, 2♯acq(y)5, 2♯rel(y)6, 1♯w(x)2, 2♯r (x)7]. The
pair (w(x)1, r (x)7) is not in ST because T ′ represents some alternative schedule and there is no
trace-specific schedule where the write and read appear right next to each other.
We summarize. For each race pair (e, f ) there is a reordering where e appears right before f
in the reordered trace. Each write-write race pair (e, f ) is also a write-write race pair (f , e). We
choose the representative (e, f ) where e appears before f in the original trace. For each write-
read race pair (e, f ) we have that e is f ’s last write. Each read-write race pair (e, f ) represents a
situation where the read e can interfere with some other write f .
Next, we review dynamic data race prediction algorithms that attempt to identify all predictable
write-write, write-read and read-write data race pairs.
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Definition 2.12. Let T be a trace and A some algorithm that reports pairs of conflicting events.
We say A is efficient if the time to report pairs is linear in the size of the trace.
We say A is sound if each pair reported is a predictable data race in PT .
We say A is complete if all predictable data races in PT are reported.
If unsound, we refer to wrongly a classified data race pair as a false positive. If incomplete, we
refer to any not reported predictable data race pair as a false negative.
3 EFFICIENT RACE PREDICTION METHODS
We review earlier works on efficient dynamic data race prediction that rely on happens-before and
lockset methods.
3.1 Happens-Before Methods
A popular method to obtain a data race prediction algorithm is to derive from the trace a happens-
before relation among events. If for two conflicting events, neither event happens before the other
event, a trace reordering exists under which both events can appear next to each other. However,
depending on the happens-before relation, the trace reordering to exhibit the race may not be
correct. A happens-before based algorithm may therefore be unsound. A happens-before based
algorithm may also be incomplete if two conflicting events that are in a race are ordered such that
one happens before the other. Next, we review the main works in this area.
First, we review the classic happens-before (HB) relation introduced by Lamport [1978]. HB-
based algorithms are neither sound nor complete. Then, we consider some recent works that at-
tempt to make HB either more sound, or more complete. We also cover race prediction algorithms
that implement these ordering relations.
3.1.1 Lamport’s Happens-Before. Here is Lamport’s happens-before relation [Lamport 1978].
Definition 3.1 (Happens-Before (HB) [Lamport 1978]). Let T be a trace. We define a relation <HB
among trace events as the smallest strict partial order such that the following conditions holds:
Program order (PO): Let e, f ∈ T where thread(e) = thread(f ) and pos(e) < pos(f ). Then,
e <HB f .
Release-acquire dependency (RAD): Let rel(y)j ,acq(y)k ∈ T such that (1) j < k , thread(rel(y)j ) ,
thread(acq(y)k ) and (2) for all e ∈ T where j < pos(e), pos(e) < k and thread(rel(y)j ) ,
thread(e) we find that e is not an acquire event on y. Then, rel(y)j <HB acq(y)k .
We refer to <HB as the happens-before (HB) relation.
We often write Lamport’s happens-before relation as HB relation for short. The HB relation has
been implemented by a number of dynamic race prediction algorithms, e.g. see Flanagan and Freund
[2010]; Pozniansky and Schuster [2003]. TheDjit algorithmby Pozniansky and Schuster [Pozniansky and Schuster
2003] makes use of vector clocks [Fidge 1992; Mattern 1989] to establish the HB relation. The Fast-
Track algorithm by Flanagan and Freund [2010] employs a more optimized representation of vec-
tor clocks that uses the thread’s time stamp, referred to as an epoch. Details of vector clocks and
epochs follow later.
Djit and FastTrack are efficient and run in linear time. However, the HB method and algorithms
that implement HB are neither complete nor sound as the following examples.
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Example 3.2. We illustrate incompleteness and unsoundness via the the following two traces.
Trace to show incompleteness of HB
1♯ 2♯
1. w(x)
2. acq(y)
3. rel(y)
4. acq(y)
5. w(x)
6. rel(y)
Trace to show unsoundness of HB
1♯ 2♯
1. w(x)
2. w(y)
3. r (y)
4. w(x)
First, we consider the trace on the right. We apply Definition 3.1 for the construction of the
HB relation. Hence, we find that (1) w(x)1 <HB acq(y)2 , acq(y)2 <HB rel(y)3, (2) acq(y)4 <HB
w(x)5, w(x)5 <HB rel(y)6, (3) rel(y)3 <HB acq(y)4. Relations (1+2) result from the program order
condition. Relation (3) results from the release-acquire dependency. Via transitivity we conclude
thatw(x)1 <HB w(x)5. The two writes on x are ordered and therefore no race is reported.
However, there is a correctly reordered prefix under which eventsw(x)1 andw(x)5 are in a race.
Consider T ′ = [2♯acq(y)4, 2♯w(x)5, 1♯w(x)1] where T ′ represents an alternative schedule. Hence,
we find that the HB method is incomplete.
Next, we consider the trace on the left. We find that w(x)1 <HB w(y)2 and r (y)3 <HB w(x)4.
Hence, the conflicting events w(x)1 andw(x)4 are unordered.
However, the pair (w(x)1,w(x)4) is not a predictable data race because there is no correct reorder-
ing as we otherwise would violate condition (CR2) in Definition 2.5. Condition (CR3) is important
because the value y read at trace position 3 may affect the control flow of the program. Hence, the
earlier write on y must remain in the same (relative) position w.r.t. the subsequent read. Hence,
the HB method is unsound.
The above shows that incompleteness of theHB relation results from the fact that a trace-specific
order among critical section is enforced. See condition (RAD) in Definition 3.1. Unsoundness re-
sults from the fact that the HB relation ignores write-read dependencies. Next, we consider some
recent works that tackle the soundness and incompleteness issue.
3.1.2 Schedulable Happens-Before. Mathur, Kini and Viswanathan [Mathur et al. 2018] extend the
HB relation by including write-read dependencies.
Definition 3.3 (Schedulable Happens-Before (SHB) [Mathur et al. 2018]). Let T be a trace. We de-
fine a relation <SHB among trace events as the smallest partial order such that <SHB⊆<HB and the
following condition holds:
Write-read dependency (WRD): Letw(x)j , r (x)k ∈ T such that j < k and for all e ∈ T where
j < pos(e) and pos(e) < k we find that e is not a write event on x . Then,w(x)j <SHB r (x)k .
We refer to <SHB as the schedulable happens-before relation.
Mathur, Kini and Viswanathan provide for an efficient algorithm, referred to as SHB, that imple-
ments the schedulable happens-before relation. We will also abbreviate the schedulable happens-
before relation as SHB and write SHB algorithm and SHB relation to distinguish between the two.
Mathur and coworkers show that only the first race reported by FastTrack is predictable but all
subsequent races reported may be false positives. Their SHB algorithm comes with the guarantee
that all races reported are predictable. Recall Example 3.2. We additionally find w(y)2 <SHB r (y)3
and therefore the events w(x)1 andw(x)4 are ordered and not in a race.
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Like the HB relation, the SHB relation orders critical sections based on the order manifested in
the trace. Recall Example 3.2. Under the SHB relation we find that w(x)1 <SHB w(x)5. Hence, the
SHB relation as well as the algorithm are incomplete in general.
However, the SHB relation is complete for all trace-specific predictable data race pairs where
ST is the set of all such pairs. Recall Definition 2.9.
Definition 3.4 (SHB WRD Race Pairs). Let T be a trace. Let e, f be two conflicting events such
that e is a write and f a read where e <SHB f and there is no д such that e <SHB д <SHB f . Then,
we say that (e, f ) is a SHB WRD race pair.
The SHBWRD race pair definition characterizes all trace-specific write-read races. We can state
that trace-specific schedule race pairs (e, f ) are either SHB WRD races or events e and f are con-
current w.r.t. the SHB relation.
Proposition 3.5 (SHB Trace-Specific Soundness and Completeness). Let T be a trace. Let
e, f be two conflicting events. Then, (e, f ) ∈ ST iff either (1) (e, f ) is a write-write or read-write pair
and neither e <SHB f nor f <SHB e , or (2) (e, f ) is a SHB WRD race pair.
Sulzmann and Stadtmüller [2019] show that the SHB algorithm does not report all trace-specific
predictable data races. They introduce a refinement of the SHB algorithm that is able to collect all
trace-specific predictable data races. This improved prediction capability comes at some additional
cost. Unlike, the SHB algorithm that has a linear run-time, the algorithmby Sulzmann and Stadtmüller
[2019] has a quadratic run-time.
3.1.3 Weak-Causally Precedes. Relations HB and SHB enforce a strict order among critical sec-
tions based on the order found in the trace. See the release-acquire dependency (RAD) condition
in Definition 3.1. Hence, both relations are unable to predict races that result from alternative
schedules.
Kini, Mathur and Viswanathan [Kini et al. 2017] introduce a weaker form of happens-before
order among acquire/release events, referred to weak-causally precedes (WCP). Based on theWCP
relation we are able to predict races that result from alternative schedules. Importantly, the WCP
relation still has an efficient implementation as shown by Kini et al. [2017]. The WCP relation is
defined as follows.
Definition 3.6 (Release Events). LetT be a trace. We define T rely as the set of all release events in
T on some variable y.
Definition 3.7 (Weak-Causally Precedes (WCP) [Kini et al. 2017]). Let T be a trace. We define a
relation <WCP among trace events as the smallest partial order that satisfies condition PO as well
as the following conditions:
WCP Critical Sections: Let e, f ∈ T rwx be two conflicting events. LetCS(y),CS(y)
′ be two crit-
ical sections where f ∈ CS(y), e ∈ CS(y)′, pos(rel(CS(y))) < pos(e). Then, rel(CS(y)) <WCP e .
WCP-Ordered Critical Sections: Let CS(y), CS(y)′ be two critical sections. Let f1, f2 ∈ T rely
be two release events where f1 ∈ CS(y) and f2 ∈ CS(y)′. Let e1, e2 ∈ T be two events where
e1 ∈ CS(y), e2 ∈ CS(y) and e1 <WCP e2. Then, f1 <WCP f2.
HB Closure: <WCP is closed under left and right composition with <HB .
We refer to <WCP as the weak-causally precedes (WCP) relation.
The WCP Critical Sections Condition is weaker compared to the RAD condition. Recall Exam-
ple 3.2. Unlike HB and SHB, WCP does not enforce a strict order among the two critical sections.
Hence, the two writes on x are unordered under WCP. Hence, the WCP relation is able to predict
races that result from alternative schedules.
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WCP is also, like SHB, complete for all trace-specific data race pairs.
Proposition 3.8 (WCP Trace-Specific Completeness). Let T be a trace. Let e, f be two con-
flicting events such that (e, f ) ∈ ST . Then, we have that neither e <WCP f nor f <WCP e .
However, WCP is still incomplete in general as shown by the following example.
Example 3.9. ConsiderT = [1♯w(x)1, 1♯acq(y)2, 1♯w(x)3, 1♯rel(y)4, 2♯acq(y)5, 2♯w(x)6, 2♯rel(y)7].
Events w(x)1 and w(x)6 are in a predictable data race as witness by the following correctly re-
ordered prefix T ′ = [acq(y)5,w(x)1,w(x)6].
Based on the WCP Critical Sections Condition we find that rel(y)4 <WCP w(x)6. In combination
with the HB Closure Condition we find thatw(x)1 <WCP w(x)6 based on the following reasoning
w(x)1 <
HB acq(y)2 <
HB w(x)3 <
HB rel(y) <WCP w(x)6.
Hence, under WCP we cannot predict the above predictable data race.
Like FastTrack, the WCP algorithm that implements the WCP relation is shown to be sound for
the first race predicted [Kini et al. 2017]. Subsequent races reported may be false positives.
One of the reasons for unsoundness is that write-read dependencies are ignored (like in case of
the HB relation). Recall the earlier Example 3.2. Events w(x)1 and w(x)4 are unordered under the
WCP relation.
3.2 Lockset Method
A different method is based on the idea to compute the set of locks that are held when processing
a read/write event [Dinning and Schonberg 1991]. We refer to this set as the lockset. If two con-
flicting events share the same locky then both events must belong to two distinct critical sections
involving lock y. As critical sections are mutually exclusive, two conflicting events that share the
same lock cannot be in a data race.
Below, we define the lockset.
Definition 3.10 (Lockset). LetT be a trace For each read/write event e ∈ T rw we define LS(e) = {y
mod ∃CS(y) ∈ T .e ∈ CS(y)}. We refer to LS(e) as the lockset of e .
The lockset is easy to compute and leads to an efficient data race prediction algorithm. For two
conflicting events e, f we simply check if LS(e) ∩ LS(f ) = {}. If the intersection of the locksets of
e and f is non-empty, then (e, f ) cannot be a predictable data race because e and f are protected
by the same lock. Otherwise, (e, f ) is a potential data race pair.
This shows that the lockset method is complete. The issue is that an empty intersection is not a
sufficient criteria for a data race. Hence, the lockset method is unsound. Recall Example 3.2.
To make lockset more sound, hybrid methods include some of happens-before order to rule out
conflicting events that are clear false positives. For example, the ThreadSanitizer (TSan) algorithm
by Serebryany and Iskhodzhanov [2009] only applies the lockset comparison for events that are
not ordered under the program order (see Definition 3.1).
3.3 Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the properties of theHB, SHB andWCP ordering relations as well as the lockset
method. By semi-complete we refer to the property that for a specific schedule (e.g. trace-specific)
all predictable races can be detected. By alternatives we refer to the ability to predict races that
result from distinct schedules.
SHB and WCP are semi-complete. See Propositions 3.5 and 3.8. HB is weaker compared to SHB.
Hence, HB is semi-complete as well. HB andWCP are unsound in general and therefore algorithms
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HB SHB WCP Lockset
sound X
complete X
semi-complete X X X X
alternatives X X
Table 1. HB, SHB, WCP and Lockset Summary
that rely on these relations are prone to false positives. The same applies to Lockset. All happens-
before relations are incomplete which means that we may miss races (false negatives). Lockset on
the other hand is complete and therefore also semi-complete.
Could we make any of the relations SHB andWCP more sound and more complete? We believe
this is difficult by just using happens-before relations.
4 SHB ANDWCP MEET LOCKSET
Our idea is to further refine the lockset method by incorporating ideas introduced by the SHB
and WCP relation. We adopt the WRD condition from SHB but do not impose the RAD condition
because RAD enforces a strict order among critical sections. Instead, we adapt the WCP Critical
Sections condition.
Definition 4.1 (WRD + Weak WCP). Let T be a trace. We define a relation <W 3 among trace
events as the smallest partial order that satisfies conditions PO and WRD as well as the following
condition:
Weak WCP: Let e, f ∈ T be two events. Let CS(y), CS(y)′ be two critical sections where
e ∈ CS(y), f ∈ CS(y)′ and e <W 3 f . Then, rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f .
We refer to <W 3 as the WRD + Weak WCP (W3) relation.
Compared to the WCP relation, the W3 relation additionally imposes the WRD condition. On
the other hand, for W3 we no longer impose the WCP-Ordered Critical Sections and HB Closure
conditions. Instead, W3 imposes the Weak WCP condition. The essential difference compared to
WCP is that W3 only orders critical sections in case of write-read dependency conflicts whereas
WCP orders critical sections in case of any conflict such as write-write, read-write etc. Recall
Example 3.9 where due to the WCP Critical Sections condition we have that rel(y)4 <WCP w(x)6.
The W3 relation does not impose any order among the critical sections for this example.
To summarize. TheW3 relation is made weaker compared toWCP to avoid incompleteness. The
W3 relation is made stronger to avoid unsoundness due to write-read dependencies. On its own,
the W3 relation is still too weak and therefore we pair up the W3 relation with the lockset check.
Based on this combination we are able to identify all predictable data race pairs. We still may
face false positives. Hence, we refer to conflicting events identified by the Lockset-W3 method as
potential race pairs.
We first cover potential write-write and read-write pairs of conflicting events.
Definition 4.2 (Lockset + W3 Write-Write and Read-Write Check). Let T be a trace where e, f are
two conflicting events such that (1) LS(e) ∩ LS(f ) = ∅, (2) neither e <W 3 f nor f <W 3 e , and (3)
(e, f ) is a write-write or read-write race pair. Then, we say that (e, f ) is a potential Lockset-W3
data race pair.
To cover write-read pairs of conflicting events we adapt the WRD race pair definition for SHB
to the W3 setting.
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Definition 4.3 (Lockset + W3 WRD Check). Let T be a trace. Let e, f be two conflicting events
such that e is a write and f a read where LS(e) ∩ LS(f ) = ∅, e <W 3 f and there is no д such that
e <W 3 д <W 3 f . Then, we say that (e, f ) is a potential Lockset-W3 WRD data race pair.
Definition 4.4 (Potential Race Pairs via Lockset + W3). We write RT
<W 3
to denote the set of all
potential Lockset-W3 (and WRD) data race pairs as characterized by Definitions 4.2 and 4.3.
Unlike the SHB setting where all race pairs are predictable, the Lockset-W3 method only iden-
tifies potential pairs because not every pair in RT
<W 3
is predictable. For examples we refer to Ap-
pendix C. However, RT
<W 3
covers all predictable data race pairs.
Proposition 4.5 (Lockset +W3 Completeness). LetT be a trace. Let e, f ∈ T such that (e, f ) ∈
PT . Then, we find that (e, f ) ∈ RT
<W 3
.
The result follows from the fact that relation <W 3 does not rule out any of the correct reorderings
and schedules that are covered in Definition 2.5.
We can also state the Lockset-W3 check is sound under certain conditions.
Proposition 4.6 (Lockset + W3 Soundness for Two Threads). Let T be a trace that consists
of at most two threads. Then, any potential Lockset-W3 data race pair is also a predictable data race
pair.
In comparison, the WCP relation is neither sound nor complete for the case of two threads. See
Examples 3.2 and 3.9.
Like the HB and WCP relation, Lockset-W3 is unsound in general. Our experiments show that
the Lockset-W3 method works well in practice. The number of false positives is small compared
to the number of data races reported.
5 IMPLEMENTATION
We provide for an algorithm that implements the Lockset-W3 method to compute the set RT
<W 3
.
Our algorithm combines ideas found in FastTrack [Flanagan and Freund 2010], SHB [Mathur et al.
2018] and WCP [Kini et al. 2017]. For example, we employ vector clocks and the more optimized
epoch representation (FastTrack) and a history of critical sections (WCP) to compute the W3 rela-
tion. We track write-read dependencies (SHB) and immediately report write-read races.
Like the above algorithms, our algorithm also processes events in a stream-based fashion. Un-
like the above algorithms, write-write and read-write races are not immediately reported while
processing events. We follow the SHBE+E algorithm [Sulzmann and Stadtmüller 2019] and report
all such potential races in some post-processing phase. Before diving into the technical details of
our algorithm, we motivate the need for post-processing via a simple example.
Example 5.1. Consider the trace T = [1♯w(x)1, 1♯w(x)2, 2♯w(x)3]. There are two (actual) data
race pairs: (w(x)1,w(x)3) and (w(x)2,w(x)3). Single-pass algorithmswill miss the pair (w(x)1,w(x)3)
as for efficiency reasons only themost recent concurrent events are kept. At the time, we encounter
the conflicting events w(x)2 andw(x)1, event w(x)1 has been ‘replaced’ by w(x)2.
To catch such cases we need to maintain a history of replaced events that could be part of a
potential data race pair. In a first pass, the SHBE+E algorithm [Sulzmann and Stadtmüller 2019]
employs a variant of the SHB algorithm to maintain the history of replaced events by connecting
replaced events via edges (E). Pairs of concurrent events represented by epochs (E) are accumulated.
Hence, the name SHBE+E . In some post-processing pass, SHBE+E traverses edges using the so
far accumulated concurrent pairs as a starting point. Thus, all trace-specific data race pairs can
be detected. We adapt this idea to our setting. By limiting the history, post-processing can be
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integrated into the first pass. This might lead to incompleteness but yields an efficient, linear run-
time algorithm.
5.1 W3POE+E Algorithm
Algorithm 1W3POE+E algorithm (first pass)
1: procedure acqire(i,y)
2: (i) = w3((i), LSt (i))
3: LSt (i) = LSt (i) ∪ {y}
4: Acq(y) = i♯(i)[i]
5: inc((i), i)
6: end procedure
1: procedure release(i,y)
2: (i) = w3((i), LSt (i))
3: LSt (i) = LSt (i) − {x}
4: H (y) = H (y) ∪ {(Acq(y),(i))}
5: inc((i), i)
6: end procedure
1: function w3(V , LSt )
2: for y ∈ LSt do
3: for (j♯k,V ′) ∈ H (y) do
4: if k < V [j] then
5: V = V ⊔V ′
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
return V
9: end function
1: procedurewrite(i, x )
2: (i) = w3((i), LSt (i))
3: evt = {(i♯(i)[i],(i), LSt (i))} ∪ evt
4: edges(x) = {j♯k ≺ i♯(i)[i] | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k < (i)[j]} ∪ edges(x)
5: conc(x) = {(j♯k, i♯(i)[i]) | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k > (i)[j]} ∪ conc(x)
6: RW (x) = {i♯(i)[i]} ∪ {j♯k | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k > (i)[j]}
7: LW (x) =(i)
8: LWt (x) = i
9: LWL (x) = LSt (i)
10: inc((i), i)
11: end procedure
1: procedure read(i, x )
2: j = LWt (x)
3: if (i)[j] > LW (x)[j] ∧ LSt (i) ∩ LWL (x) = ∅ then
4: reportPotentialRace(i♯(i)[i], j♯LW (x)[j])
5: end if
6: (i) =(i) ⊔ LW (x)
7: (i) = w3((i), LSt (i))
8: evt = {(i♯(i)[i],(i), LSt (i))} ∪ evt
9: edges(x) = {j♯k ≺ i♯(i)[i] | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k < (i)[j]} ∪ edges(x)
10: conc(x) = {(j♯k, i♯(i)[i]) | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k > (i)[j]} ∪ conc(x)
11: RW (x) = {i♯(i)[i]} ∪ {j♯k | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k > (i)[j]}
12: inc((i), i)
13: end procedure
We first consider the multi-pass algorithm, referred to as W3POE+E . The first pass of W3POE+E
is specified by Algorithm 1. Events are processed in a stream-based fashion. For each event we
find a procedure that deals with this event.
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We compute the lockset for read/write events and check if read/write events are concurrent by
establishing the W3 happens-before relation. To check if events are in W3 relation we make use
of vector clocks and epochs. We first define vector clocks and epochs and introduce various state
variables maintained by the algorithm that rely on these concepts.
For each thread i we compute the current set LSt (i) of locks held by this thread. We use LSt (i)
to avoid confusion with the earlier introduced set LS(e) that represents the lockset for event e . We
have that LS(e) = LSt (i) where LSt (i) is the set at the time we process event e . Initially, LSt (i) = ∅
for all threads i .
The algorithm also maintains several vector clocks.
Definition 5.2 (Vector Clocks). A vector clockV is a list of time stamps of the following form.
V ::= [i1, . . . , in]
We assume vector clocks are of a fixed size n. Time stamps are natural numbers and each time
stamp position j corresponds to the thread with identifier j .
We define [i1, . . . , in] ⊔ [j1, . . . , jn] = [max(i1, j1), . . . ,max(in, jn)] to synchronize two vector
clocks by building the point-wise maximum.
We write V [j] to access the time stamp at position j . We write inc(V , j) as a short-hand for
incrementing the vector clockV at position j by one.
We define vector clock V1 to be smaller than vector clock V2, written V1 < V2, if (1) for each
thread i , i’s time stamp in V1 is smaller or equal compared to i’s time stamp in V2, and (2) there
exists a thread i where i’s time stamp in V1 is strictly smaller compared to i’s time stamp in V2.
If the vector clock assigned to event e is smaller compared to the vector clock assigned to f ,
then we can argue that e happens before f . For V1 = V2 ⊔V3 we find that V1 ≤ V2 and V1 ≤ V3.
For each thread i we maintain a vector clock (i). For each shared variable x we find vector
clock LW (x) to maintain the last write access on x . Initially, for each vector clock (i) all time
stamps are set to 0 but position i where the time stamp is set to 1. For LW (x) all time stamps are
set to 0.
To efficiently record read and write events we make use of epochs [Flanagan and Freund 2010].
Definition 5.3 (Epoch). Let j be a thread id and k be a time stamp. Then, we write j♯k to denote
an epoch.
Each event e can be uniquely associated to an epoch j♯k . Take its vector clock and extract the
time stamp k for the thread j the event e belongs to. For each event this pair of information rep-
resents a unique key to locate the event. Hence, we sometimes abuse notation and write e when
referring to the epoch of event e .
Via epochs we can also check if events are in a happens-before relation without having to take
into account the events vector clocks.
Proposition 5.4 (FastTrack [Flanagan and Freund 2010] Epochs). Let T be some trace. Let
e, f be two events in T where (1) e appears before f in T , (2) e is in thread j , and (3) f is in thread i .
Let V1 be e’s vector clock and V2 be f ’s vector clock computed by the FastTrack algorithm. Then, we
have that e and f are concurrent w.r.t. the <HB relation iff V2[j] < V1[j].
HB-concurrent holds when comparing vector clocks V2 < V1. If V2[j] < V1[j] then the vector
clocks of thread j and i have not been synchronized. Therefore, e and f must be concurrent. Similar
argument applies for the direction from right to left. Our algorithm is an extension of FastTrack.
Hence, the above property carries over to our algorithm and the W3 relation.
For each lock variable y, we find Acq(y) to record the last entry point to the critical section
guarded by lock y. Acq(y) is represented by an epoch. The set H (y) maintains the lock history
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for lock variables y. For each critical section we record the pair (Acq(y),V ) where Acq(y) is the
acquire’s epoch andV is the vector clock of the corresponding release event.We refer to (Acq(y),V )
as a lock history element for a critical section represented by amatching acquire/release pair. Based
on the information recorded inH (y)we are able to efficiently apply the Weak WCP rule as we will
see shortly. The set H (y) is initially empty. The initial definition of Acq(y) can be left unspecified
as by the time we access Acq(y), Acq(y) has been set.
For each shared variable x , the set RW (x) maintains the current set of concurrent read/write
events. Each event is represented the event’s epoch. The set RW (x) is initially empty.
Thefirst-pass ofW3POE+E maintains three further sets that are important during post-processing.
All sets are initially empty.
The set edges(x) keeps track of the events from RW (x) that will be replaced when processing
reads/writes. If e replaces f this means that e happens-before f w.r.t. W3. We record this informa-
tion by adding the edge constraint f ≺ e .
The set conc(x) keeps track for each variable x of the set of potential race pairs where the
events involved are concurrent to each other w.r.t. W3. Such pairs represent potential write-write
and read-write pairs. We do not enforce that their locksets must be disjoint because via a pair
(e, f ) ∈ conc(x) where e, f share a common lock we may be able to reach a concurrent pair (д, f )
where the locksets of д and f are disjoint. For convenience, for all race pairs (e, f ) collected by
conc(x) we maintain the property that pos(e) < pos(f ). For write-write pairs this property always
holds. For read-write pairs the read is usually put first. Strictly following the trace position order
makes the post-processing phase easier to formalize as we will see shortly.
The set evt records for each read/write event its lockset and vector clock at the time of processing.
We add the triple consisting of the event’s epoch, lockset and vector clock to the set evt . The epoch
serves as unique key for lookup. The information stored evt in will be used during post-processing.
We traverse chains of edge constraints starting from candidates in conc(x) to build new candidates.
Each such found candidate must satisfy the Lockset-W3 check (see Definition 4.2). Based on the
information stored in evt we can carry out this check easily.
Finally, we make use of LWt (x) to record the thread id of the last write and LWL (x) to record
the last write’s lockset. This information in combination with LW (x) is used to check for potential
write-read race pairs.
In summary, the first pass of W3POE+E maintains the following (global) variables:
• LSt (i), set of locks held by thread i .
• (i), vector clock for thread i .
• LW (x), vector clock of last write on x .
• LWt (x), thread id of last write on x .
• LWL (x), lockset of last write on x .
• RW (x), current set of concurrent reads/writes on x .
• Acq(y), epoch of last acquire on y.
• H (y), lock history for y.
• LW (x), last write access for x .
• edges(x), set of edge constraints for x .
• conc(x), accumulated set of concurrent reads/writes on x .
• evt , set of lockset and vector clock for each read/write.
We have now everything in place to consider the various cases covered by the first pass of
W3POE+E .
For each event we need to establish the W3 relation. In particular, we need to Weak WCP rule
See Definition E.1. Establishing the Weak WCP rule is done via helper function w3.
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Instead of some event e ∈ CS(y) as formulated in the Weak WCP rule, it suffices to consider the
acquire event ofCS(y). In Appendix E we show that this is indeed sufficient.
The slightly revised Weak WCP rule then reads as follows. IfCS(y) appears beforeCS(y)′ in the
trace, f ∈ CS(y)′ and acq(CS(y)) <W 3A f , then rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f . Event f is represented by the
two parameters V and LSt . V is f ′s vector clock and LSt is the set of locks held when processing
f . For each y ∈ LSt we check all prior critical sections on the same lock in the lock history H (y).
Each element is represented as a pair (j♯k,V ′) where j♯k is the epoch of the acquire and V ′ the
vector clock of the matching release. The check k < V [j] tests if the acquire happens-before f ,
i.e. acq(CS(y)) <W 3A f . W3 then demands that rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f . This is guaranteed byV = V ⊔V ′.
In case of an acquire event in thread i on lock variable y, we first apply the Weak WCP rule via
helper function w3. Then, we extend the thread’s lockset with y. In Acq(y) we record the epoch
of the acquire event. Finally, we increment the thread’s time stamp to indicate that the event has
been processed.
When processing the corresponding release event, we again apply first the Weak WCP rule.
Then, we remove y from the thread’s lockset. We add the pair (Acq(y),(i)) to H (y). H (y) accu-
mulates the complete lock history. There is no harm doing so but this can be of course inefficient.
Optimizations to remove lock history elements are discussed later.
Next, we consider processing of write events. We apply first the Weak WCP rule. Then we add
the event’s information to evt . We update conc(x) by checking if the write is concurrent to any
of the events in RW (x). As discussed above, there is no need to compare vector clocks to check if
two events are concurrent to each other. It suffices to compare epochs. Similarly, we update RW (x)
but only maintain the current set of concurrent reads/writes. Finally, we update the “last write”
information and increment the thread’s time stamp.
We consider processing of read events. We first check for a potential write-read race pair by
checking if the read is concurrent to the last write and their locksets are disjoint. If the check is
successful we immediately report the pair. Only after this check we impose the write-read depen-
dency by synchronizing the last writes vector clock with the vector clock of the current thread.
Then, we callw3() to apply the Weak WCP rule. Updates for evt , conc(x) and RW (x) are the same
as in case of write.
Example 5.5. We consider a run of the first pass of W3POE+E for the following trace. Instead of
epochs, we writewi for a write at trace position i . A similar notation is used for reads. We annotate
the trace with RW (x), edges(x) and conc(x). For edges(x) and conc(x) we only show incremental
updates. For brevity, we omit the set evt because locksets and vector clocks of events do not matter
here.
1♯ 2♯ RW (x) edges(x) conc(x)
1. w(x) {w1}
2. w(x) {w2} w1 ≺ w2
3. w(x) {w2,w3} (w2,w3)
4. r (x) {w2, r4} w3 ≺ r4 (w2, r4)
The potential races covered by conc(x) are (w2,w3) and (r4,w2). These are also predictable races.
As said, the set conc(x) follows the trace position order. Hence, we find (w2, r4) ∈ conc(x). Overall,
there are four predictable races. The first pass of W3POE+E , i.e. the set conc(x), fails to capture the
predictable races (w1,w3) and (r4,w1).
The missing pairs can be obtained as follows. Starting from (w2,w3) ∈ conc(x) via w1 ≺ w2 ∈
edges(x) we can reach (w1,w3). From (w2, r4) ∈ conc(x) via w1 ≺ w2 ∈ edges(x) we reach (w1, r4).
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The pair (w1, r4) represents a read-write pair. When reporting this pair we simply switch the order
of events.
Definition 5.6 (W3POE+E Post-Processing). LetT be a trace. Let CT = {(e, f ) | e, f ∈ T ∧pos(e) <
pos(f ) ∧ e 6<W 3 f ∧ f 6<W 3 e} Let conc(x) and edges(x) be obtained by W3POE+E for all shared
variables x .
We define a total order among pairs in conc(x) as follows. Let (e, f ) ∈ conc(x) and (e ′, f ′) ∈
conc(x). Then, we define (e, f ) < (e ′, f ′) if pos(e) < pos(e ′).
For each variable x , we compute the set PC(x) by repeatedly performing the following steps.
Initially, PC(x) = {}.
(1) If conc(x) = {} stop.
(2) Otherwise, let (e, f ) be the smallest element in conc(x).
(3) LetG = {д1, . . . ,дn} be maximal such that д1 ≺ e, . . . ,дn ≺ e ∈ edges(x) and pos(д1) < · · · <
pos(дn).
(4) PC(x) := {(e, f )} ∪ PC(x).
(5) conc(x) := {(д1, f ), . . . , (дn, f )} ∪ (conc(x) − {(e, f )}).
(6) Repeat.
Proposition 5.7. Let T be a trace of size n. Let x be a variable. Then, construction of PC(x) takes
time O(n ∗ n) and CT ⊆
⋃
x PC(x).
We assume that the number of distinct (shared) variables x is a constant. Hence, construction
of
⋃
x PC(x) takes time O(n ∗ n). The set
⋃
x PC(x) overapproximates the set of write-write and
read-write race pairs characterized by RT
<W 3
. Recall that write-read race pairs are detected during
the first pass.
For each pair in
⋃
x PC(x), we yet need to carry out the lockset check and verify that they are
actually concurrent w.r.t. the W3 relation. Appendix F has an example that shows that filtering is
necessary.
Lemma 5.8 (Lockset + W3 Filtering). Let x be some variable. Let evt be obtained by W3POE+E
and PC(x) via W3POE+E ’s post-processing phase. Let (i♯k, j♯l) ∈ PC(x), (i♯k, L1,V1) ∈ evt and and
(j♯l , L2,V2) ∈ evt. If L1 ∩L2 = ∅ and k > V2[j] then (i♯k, j♯l) is either a write-write or read-write pair
in RT
<W 3
where we use the event’s epoch as a unique identifier.
The filtering pass relies on the information accumulated in evt .
We conclude thatW3POE+E (first pass) yields allwrite-read pairs inRT
<W 3
and the post-processing
phase followed by filtering yields all write-write and read-write pairs in RT
<W 3
.
We consider the time and space complexity ofW3POE+E including post-processing and filtering.
Let n be the size of trace T , k be the number of threads and c be the number of critical sections.
We consider the number of variables as a constant.
We first consider the time complexity of W3POE+E (first pass). The size of the vector clocks
and the set RW (x) is bounded by O(k). Each processing step of W3POE+E requires adjustments
of a constant number of vector clocks. This takes time O(k). Adjustment of sets conc(x), edges(x)
and RW (x) requires to consider O(k) epochs where each comparison among epochs is constant.
Altogether, this requires time O(k). We consider evt as a map where adding a new element takes
constant time. The Lockset-W3WRD race check takes constant time as we assume lookup of time
stamp is constant and the size of each lockset is a constant. Each call tow3 takes timeO(c). Overall,
W3POE+E takes time O(n ∗ k + n ∗ c) to process trace T .
The space required by W3POE+E is as follows. Sets evt , conc(x) and edges(x) require O(n ∗ k)
space. This applies to evt because for each event the size of the vector clock isO(k). The size of the
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lockset is assumed to be a constant. Each element in conc(x) and edges(x) requires constant space.
In each step, we may add O(k) new elements because the size of RW (x) is bounded by O(k). Set
H (y) requires spaceO(c ∗ k). Overall, W3POE+E requiresO(n ∗ k + c ∗ k) space.
Post-processing time isO(n∗n). There areO(n∗n) pairs where each pair requires constant space.
Hence, post-processing space isO(n ∗n). Filtering for each candidate takes constant time. The size
of the lockset is constant, time stamp comparison is a constant and lookup of locksets and vector
clocks in evt is assumed to take constant time.
Overall, the run-time ofW3POE+E including post-processing and filtering isO(n∗k+n∗c+n∗n).
The space requirement isO(n ∗ k + c ∗ k + n ∗ n). Parameters k and c are bounded byO(n). Hence,
the run-time of W3POE+E isO(n ∗ n).
There are a number optimizations, e.g. aggressive filtering and removal of critical sections, that
can be carried. Details are discussed in Appendix G. These optimizations will not change the the-
oretical time complexity but are essential in a practical implementation. We can turn W3POE+E
into a single-pass, linear run-time algorithm if we impose a limit on the history of critical sections
and a limit on the number of edge constraints. We refer to this variant as W3POE+E
L
.
Imposing a limit on the number of edge constraints means that post-processing (traversal of
edges) and filtering takes place during the first pass as well. Whenever candidates are added to
conc(x) we immediately apply the steps described in Definition 5.6 (but the number of edge con-
straints to consider is limited) and carry out the filtering check.
By imposing a limit on the number of edge constraints in edges(x), we might miss out on some
potential data race pairs. For example, consider the case of 27 subsequent writes in one thread
followed by a write in another thread. We assume that each write is connected to a distinct code
location. In our implementation, we treat events connected to the same code location as the same
event. Each of the 27 subsequent writes is in a race with the write in the other thread. There are 27
race pairs overall but a standard single-pass algorithm would only report the last race pair. The 27
subsequent writes give rise to 26 edge constraints. As we only maintain 25 edge constraints, we
fail to report the first data race. In our experience, limiting the size of edges(x) to 25 turns out to
be a good compromise.
Consider the history of critical sections H (y). Instead of a global history, our implementation
maintains thread-local histories. The number of thread-local histories (after applying optimiza-
tions) is only bounded by the number of threads and the number of distinct variables. This can
still be a fairly high number and requires extra management effort. In our implementation, we
simply impose a fixed limit on the size of thread-local histories. If the limit is exceeded, the newly
added element simply overwrites the oldest element. This might have the consequence that two
events may become unordered w.r.t. the limited W3 happens-before order (where they should be
ordered without limit). Completeness is unaffected but our method may produce more false pos-
itives. In our experience, limiting the size of thread-local histories to five turns out to be a good
compromise.
6 EXPERIMENTS
For experimentation we use two benchmark suites. The first benchmark suite consists of test of
the Java Grande benchmark suite [Smith et al. 2001] and the DaCapo benchmark suite (version
9.12, [Blackburn et al. 2006]). This is a standard set of real-world tests to measure the performance
in terms of execution time and memory consumption. In addition, we introduce our own bench-
mark suite that consists of small, tricky examples to measure the precision (false positives, false
negatives) of our test candidates.
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FT SHBE+E
L
WCP TSan W3POE+E
L
W3POL
Avrora
Races: 20 20(0) 15 30 20(0) 20
Time: 0:14 0:19 >30 0:22 0:22 0:17
Mem: 2125 3965 6385 2934 4048 1999
Batik
Races: 12 4(0) 12 12 4(0) 4
Time: 0:01 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:01 0:01
Mem: 29 35 84 33 80 32
H2
Races: 125 248(0) 123 672 252(2) 252
Time: 1:35 2:22 > 30 4:52 2:48 1:55
Mem: 2154 13431 6350 4998 16393 3465
Lusearch
Races: 15 15(0) 15 19 15(0) 15
Time: 0:01 0:02 0:19 0:01 0:04 0:04
Mem: 14 14 8685 11 1848 1852
Tomcat
Races: 636 681(194) 615 1984 823(219) 623
Time: 0:33 0:49 >30 0:37 0:51 0:36
Mem: 12245 13617 13268 7523 19919 14861
Xalan
Races: 41 44(0) 142 244 394(223) 185
Time: 1:19 2:04 7:11 1:33 2:30 1:30
Mem: 7282 9591 14882 5342 24980 7284
Moldyn
Races: 33 24(8) 33 56 24(8) 18
Time: 0:32 0:54 0:37 0:46 0:55 0:33
Mem: 99 487 108 91 515 71
Table 2. Benchmark results. The time is given in minutes:seconds, maximum memory consumption in
megabytes.
The test candidates for the performance measurements are FastTrack(FT), SHBE+EL , WCP,
ThreadSanitizer(TSan), W3PO and W3POE+EL . SHB
E+E
L limits, like W3PO
E+E
L , the size of edge
constrains to 25. W3POL is a variant of W3POE+EL where the limit for edge constraints is zero but
the limit for histories remains the same (five). We have implemented all of them in a common
framework for better comparability.
6.1 Performance
For benchmarkingwe use a AMDRyzen 7 3700X and 32 gb of RAMwith Ubuntu 18.04 as operating
system. The results can be found in Table 2. The time is given in minutes and seconds (mm:ss).
The memory consumption is also measured for the complete program and not only for the single
algorithms. In row Mem the memory consumption is given in megabytes. We use the standard
‘time’ program in Ubuntu to measure the time and memory consumption.
In case of TSan, W3POE+E
L
, W3POL and SHBE+EL row #Races shows the number of reported
data race pairs for each test. For W3POE+EL and SHB
E+E
L we write 24(8) if 24 data race pairs were
reported which includes 8 that were found using edge constraints. For FastTrack(FT) andWCP the
number of races are the number of data race connected to distinct code locations.
WCP has performance problems with the Avrora, H2 and Tomcat test cases. For all three cases
we aborted the experiment after 30 minutes. The reason are several thousands of critical sections
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#Race Candidates / False Positives FP FP∀ FN FN∀
FastTrack 23 / 5 25 0 4 15
SHB 14 / 0 28 0 4 15
SHBE+E
L
19 / 0 28 0 5 15
TSan 54 / 16 17 5 20 0
TSanWRD 46 / 8 20 4 20 0
W3POL 45 / 7 21 3 20 0
W3POE+E
L
52 / 7 21 3 22 0
WCP 31 / 7 23 1 10 9
Table 3. Precision results (28 test cases with 45 predictable races)
that seem to be checked for each read/write inside a critical section. Like W3POE+EL , WCP main-
tains a history of critical sections but (a) needs to track more information (all read/write accesses
within a critical section), and (b) uses a stack to manage histories. This appears to make it more
difficult to remove a critical section. ForW3POL andW3POE+EL we use a list instead of a stack. This
seems to make it easier to remove not required entries. Restricting the number of entries per list
to five leads to another significant performance improvement for W3POL andW3POE+EL . We have
experimented with the size of the limit and it turns out that five entries are sufficient to precisely
capture the W3 relation.
FastTrack has the best performance in terms of time and space. TSan also shows good perfor-
mance with the exception of the H2 test case. The reason is due to our use of vector clocks in
our TSan implementation. The performance of W3POL is close to FastTrack which is due to our
extensive use of epochs.
SHBE+EL and W3PO
E+E
L have the highest memory consumption and require the most time for
all tests. Their performance is still competitive as the running times never differ by more than
a factor of two compared to FastTrack. SHBE+E
L
has better performance compared to W3POE+E
L
simply because the focus of SHBE+EL is to predict races resulting from the trace-specific schedule
whereasW3POE+EL employs some extra machinery to explore alternative schedules. By imposing a
limit on the size of edge constraints, SHBE+EL andW3PO
E+E
L may become incomplete. For SHB
E+E
L
this means, incomplete w.r.t. the trace-specific schedule. A limit of 25 appears to be sufficient for
all tests. The exception is the Xalan test case. A significantly higher limit is required to catch about
five additional races. This results then in a degrade in performance by up to a factor of 10 or more.
Considering the number of races reported, TSan and W3POE+EL perform best. As we will inves-
tigate in more detail shortly, TSan has a high ratio of false positives whereas the ratio of false
positives is significantly lower for W3POE+EL . A similar observation also applies to FastTrack and
W3POL . Both report roughly the same number of races but when considering the ratio of race
candidates reported versus false positives, W3POL performs better compared to FastTrack.
6.2 Precision
To measure the precision we use our own benchmarks for which we know the exact number of
predictable races. Our benchmark suite is a collection of existing examples from the works by
Kini et al. [2017]; Mathur et al. [2018]; Pavlogiannis [2019a]; Roemer et al. [2019, 2018] and our
own examples that we found while working with different race prediction algorithms. There are
28 tests cases that give rise to 45 predictable races. For 6 out of the 28 test cases there are no data
races. Many test cases require alternative schedules to be explored to predict the the data race.
Recall that W3POE+E
L
employs a limited number of edge constraints which may result in in-
completeness (false negatives) and also limits the history of critical sections which may lead to
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more false positives. The limits we employW3POE+EL have no impact on the number of false nega-
tives and false positives compared to W3POE+E . We introduce the additional candidates SHB and
TSanWRD. SHB is a variant of SHBE+EL where the limit of edge constraints is zero. TSanWRD is
an extension of TSan that includes write-read dependencies.
Table 3 shows the precision measurements for each algorithm. Column #Race Candidates / False
Positives reports the overall number of race candidates reported and the number of false positives
among candidates. TSan reports the highest number of race candidates (54) but includes a large
number of false positives (16). Hence, only 38 (=54-16) are (actual) data races. TSanWRD catches
like TSan 38 (=46-8) data races but reports fewer race candidates (46) out of which eight are false
positives. The precision of W3POL is similar to TSanWRD. 38 data races are caught out of 45
candidates that include seven false positives. W3POE+EL catches all 45 (=52-7) races and reports 52
race candidates out of which seven are false positives. WCP reports 31 race candidates out of which
24 (=31-7) are data races due to seven false positives. SHB and SHBE+E report the fewest number of
race candidates but comewith the guarantee that no false positives are reported. FastTrack catches
18 (=23-5) data races. Recall that FastTrack ignores write-read dependencies.
Based on the overall precision measured in terms of number of race candidates and false posi-
tives, we draw the following conclusions. When it comes to zero false positives, SHB and SHBE+E
perform best. TSan yields many false positives. When aiming for many data races with a manage-
able number of false positives, TSanWRD, W3POL and WCP are good choices. W3POE+EL is the
best choice when the aim is to catch all data races with a manageable number of false positives.
FastTrack yields also a manageable number of false positives but catches considerably fewer data
races.
We examine in more the detail the issue of false positives and false negatives. For this purpose,
we measure the number of tests for which an algorithm yields no false positives among candidates
reported (column FP), only false positives among candidates reported (column FP∀), no false nega-
tives (column FN), only false negatives (column FN∀). By no false negatives wemean that all races
for that test are reported. By only false negatives we mean that no races are reported although the
test has a race.
FastTrack does not report any false positives for 25 out of the 28 tests cases. See column FP. On
the other hand, there are 15 tests cases with races for which no race is reported (column FN∀) and
there are only 4 test cases for which all races are reported (column FN). Any case listed in FN∀
also contributes to FP. Hence, the number 25 in column FP results from the fact that FastTrack
reports considerably fewer race candidates compared to some of the other algorithms. SHB and
SHBE+E have the same number of “false negative” cases as FastTrack. Their advantage is that both
come with the guarantee of not having any false positives.
WCP is able to detect races resulting from alternative schedules. This is the reason that WCP
performs better than FastTrack, SHB and SHBE+E when comparing the numbers in columns FN
and FN∀. However, WCP appears to be inferior compared to the family of “TSan” and “W3PO”
algorithms. TSan, TSanWRD andW3POL are able to report all races for 20 test cases. ForW3POE+EL
we find 22 test cases. See column FN. Recall that there are 28 test cases overall out of which 22
test cases have races and six test cases have no races. Hence, 22 test cases is the maximum number
to achieve in column FN.
In summary, the performance and precision benchmark suites show that W3POE+EL offers com-
petitive performance while achieving high precision.
7 RELATEDWORK
We review further works in the area of dynamic data race prediction.
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Efficient methods. We have already covered the efficient (linear-time) data race prediction
methods that found use in FastTrack [Flanagan and Freund 2010], SHB [Mathur et al. 2018],WCP [Kini et al.
2017] and TSan [Serebryany and Iskhodzhanov 2009]. TSan is also sometimes referred to as Thread-
Sanitizer v1.
The newer TSan version, ThreadSanitizer v2 (TSanV2) [ThreadSanitizer 2020], is an optimized
version of the FastTrack algorithm in terms of performance. TSanV2 only keeps a limited history of
write/read events. This improves the performance but results in a higher number of false negatives.
Acculock [Xie et al. 2013] is similar to the original TSan algorithm. The main optimization of
Acculock, compared to TSan, is the usage of a single lockset per variable. This comes with the
caveat that it is only precise if a thread does not use multiple locks at once. TSan does not share
this problem, due to the usage of multiple locksets. Acculock can be faster, but is less precise
compared to TSan.
The work by Xie et al. [2013] introduces Multilock-HB with multiple locksets. The only differ-
ence between MultilockHB and TSan is the usage of epochs instead of vector clocks.
SimpleLock [Yu and Bae 2016] uses a simplified lockset algorithm. If two events are concurrent
according to a weakened happens-before relation, that removes the release-acquire synchroniza-
tion, they check if both events are protected by some lock. A data race is only reported if at least
one of the accesses is not protected by any lock. They show that they are faster compared to
Acculock but miss more data races since they do not predict data races for events with different
locks.
Semi-efficient methods. We consider semi-efficient methods that require polynomial run-
time.
The SHBE+E algorithm [Sulzmann and Stadtmüller 2019] requires quadratic run-time to com-
pute all trace-specific data race pairs. Our W3POE+E algorithm adopts ideas from SHBE+E and
achieves completeness while retaining a quadratic run-time. By limiting the history of edge con-
straints, the variant W3POE+E
L
runs in linear time. Due to this optimization we are only near com-
plete. In practice, the performance gain outweighs the benefit of a higher precision.
The Vindicator algorithm [Roemer et al. 2018] improves the WCP algorithm and is sound for all
reported data races. It can predict more data races compared to WCP, but requires three phases to
do so. The first phase of Vindicator is a weakened WCP relation that removes the happens-before
closure. For the second phase, it constructs a graph that contains all events from the processed
trace. This phase is unsound and incomplete which is why a third phase is required. The third
phase makes a single attempt to reconstruct a witness trace for the potential data race and reports
a data race if successful. Vindicator has a much higher run-time compared to the “W3PO” family
of algorithms.We did not include Vindicator in our measurements as we experienced performance
issues for a number of real world benchmarks (e.g. timeout due to lack of memory etc).
The M2 algorithm [Pavlogiannis 2019b] can be seen as a further improvement of the Vindicator
idea. Like Vindicator, multiple phases are required. M2 requires two phases. M2 has O(n4) run-
time (where n is the size of the trace). M2 is sound and like W3POE+E complete for two threads.
The measurements by Pavlogiannis [2019b] show that in terms of precision M2 improves over
FastTrack, SHB, WCP and Vindicator for a subset of the real-world benchmarks that we also con-
sidered. We did not include M2 in our measurements as we are not aware of any publicly available
implementation.
Exhaustive methods.We consider methods that are sound and complete to which we refer as
exhaustive methods. Exhaustive methods come with a high degree of precision but generally are
no longer efficient.
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Theworks by Huang et al. [2014]; Luo et al. [2015]; Serbanuta et al. [2012] use SAT/SMT-solvers
to derive alternative feasible traces from a recorded trace. These traces can be checked with a ar-
bitrary race prediction algorithm for data races. This requires multiple phases and is rather com-
plimentary to the algorithms that we compare in this work as any of them could be used to check
the derived traces for data races.
Kalhauge and Palsberg [Kalhauge and Palsberg 2018] present data race prediction algorithm
that is sound and complete. Similar to Serbanuta, Chen and Rosu [Serbanuta et al. 2012], they
use an SMT-solver to derive alternative feasible traces. The algorithm inspects write-read depen-
dencies in more detail, to determine at which point the control flow might be influenced by the
observed write-read dependency. Deriving multiple traces and analyzing their write-read depen-
dencies for their influence on the control flow is a very slow process that can take several hours
according to their benchmarks.
Comparative studies. Previous works that compare multiple data race prediction algorithms
use the JavaGrande [Smith et al. 2001], Da Capo [Blackburn et al. 2006] and IBMContest [Farchi et al.
2003] benchmark suits to do so. The DaCapo and Java Grande benchmark suite contain real world
programs with an unknown amount of data races and other errors. The IBM Contest benchmark
is a set of very small programs with known concurrency bugs like data races.
Yu, Park, Chun and Bae [Yu et al. 2017a] compare the performance of FastTrack [Flanagan and Freund
2010], SimpleLock+ [Yu and Bae 2016], Multilock-HB, Acculock [Xie et al. 2013] and Casually-
Precedes (CP) [Smaragdakis et al. 2012] with a subset of the benchmarks found in the DaCapo,
JavaGrande and IBM Contest suits. They reimplemented CP to use a sliding window of only 1000
shared memory events which does not affect the soundness but the amount of predicted data
races. In our work we compare newer algorithms including Weak-Casually-Precedes which is the
successor of CP.
The work by Liao et al. [2017] compares Helgrind, ThreadSanitizer Version 2, Archer and the
Intel Inspector. They focus on programs that make use of OpenMP for parallelization. OpenMP
uses synchronization primitives that are unknown to Helgrind, ThreadSanitizer v2 and the Intel
Inspector. Only the Archer race predictors is optimized for OpenMP. For their comparison they
use the Linpack and SPECOMP benchmark suits for which the number of concurrency errors is
unknown. Most of their races are enforced by including OpenMP primitives to parallelize the code
which are not part of the original implementation. Thus, they lack complex concurrency patterns.
In some related work [Lin et al. 2018], the same authors test the four data race predictors from their
previous work again with programs that make use of OpenMP and SIMD parallelism. Since SIMD
is unsupported by all tested data race predictors, they encounter a high number of false positives.
The data race predictors we tested would report many false positives for the same reasons.
The work by Alowibdi and Stenneth [2013] evaluates the static data race predictors RaceFuzzer,
RacerAJ, Jchord, RCC and JavaRaceFinder. They only evaluate the performance and the number of
data races that each algorithms predicts. Static data race prediction is known to report too many
false positives since they need to over-approximate the program behavior. We only tested dynamic
data race predictors that make use of a recorded trace to predict data races. In terms of accuracy
we expect that our test candidates perform better compared to the static data race predictors.
Yu, Yang, Su andMa [Yu et al. 2017b] test Eraser, Djit+, Helgrind+, ThreadSanitizer v1, FastTrack,
Loft, Acculock, Multilock-HB, Simplelock and Simplelock+. It is the to the best of our knowledge
the only previous work that includes ThreadSanitizer v1. In their work, they use the original im-
plementations for testing. They test the performance and accuracy with the unit tests of Thread-
Sanitizer. The tested data race predictors ignore write-read dependency and are therefore only
sound for the first predicted data race. We test current solutions that mostly include write-read
dependencies. For accuracy testing we included a set of handwritten test cases to ensure that every
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algorithm sees the same order of events. All algorithms, except Vindicator, are reimplemented in a
common framework to ensure that all algorithms use the same utilities and have the same parsing
overhead.
8 CONCLUSION
We have introduced W3POE+E and the practically inspired variant W3POE+EL . W3PO
E+E
L is an
efficient, near complete and often sound dynamic data race prediction algorithm that combines
the lockset method with recent improvements made in the area of happens-before based methods.
W3POE+E is complete in theory. For the case of two threads we can show that W3POE+E is also
sound. Our experimental results show that W3POE+E
L
performs well compared to the state-of-
the art efficient data race prediction algorithms. The implementation of W3POE+EL including all
contenders as well as benchmarks can be found at http://oopsla20.bplaced.net/w3po.zip.
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A PREDICTABLE DATA RACE PAIRS
Lemma A.1. LetT be some trace and (e, f ) be some write-write race pair forT . Then, we have that
(f , e) is also a write-write race pair for T .
Proof. By assumption T ′ is some correctly reordered prefix where T ′ = [. . . , e, f ]. We can
reorder e and f in T ′ while maintaining the conditions in Definition 2.5. Thus, we are done. 
Lemma A.2. LetT be some trace and (e, f ) be some write-read race pair for T . Then, (f , e) cannot
be a read-write race pair for T .
Proof. By construction e must be f ’s ‘last write’. Hence, (f , e) is not valid as otherwise the ‘last
write’ property is violated. 
Lemma A.3. LetT be some trace and (e, f ) be some read-write race pair for T . Then, (f , e) cannot
be a write-read race pair for T .
Proof. For this result we rely on the initial writes assumption. For the read-write race pair (e, f )
we know that f is not e ′s ‘last write’. Then, (f , e) is not valid. If it would then f is e ′s ‘last write’.
Contradiction. 
From above we conclude that for each write-read race pair (e, f ) we have that e appears before
f in the original trace T . For read-write race pairs (e, f ), e can appear before or after f in the
original trace. See cases (5) and (6) in Example 2.10.
B PROOFS
B.1 Auxiliary Results
Lemma B.1. <SHB*<WCP .
Proof. Consider Example 3.2. 
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Lemma B.2. <WCP⊆<SHB .
Proof. Both relations apply the PO condition.
Consider the ‘extra’ WCP conditions. These conditions relax the RAD condition. Hence, if any
of these WCP conditions apply, the RAD condition applies as well. 
Lemma B.3. Let T be a trace. Let < denote some strict partial order among elements in T . Let
e, f ∈ T , CS(y)1 and CS(y)2 be two critical sections for the same lock variable y such that (1)
acq(CS(y)1) < e < rel(CS(y)1), (2) acq(CS(y)2) < f < rel(CS(y)2), and (3) e < f . Then, we
have that ¬(rel(CS(y)2) < acq(CS(y)1)).
Proof. Suppose, rel(CS(y)2) < acq(CS(y)1). Then,we find thatacq(CS(y)1) < e < f < rel(CS(y)2) <
acq(CS(y)1). This is a contradiction and we are done. 
B.2 Proof of Proposition 3.5
Proof. We make the following observation. The SHB relation characterizes all correct reorder-
ings that respect the trace-specific schedule.
We first consider the direction from right to left. Consider two conflicting events e and f . In
case of condition (1), e and f are unordered w.r.t. <SHB . Based on the above observation, the trace
can be reordered such that they appear right next to each other in the resulting trace. In case of
condition (2), we immediately find that e and f appear right next to each other in the trace.
The direction from left to right follows via similar reasoning by making use of the above obser-
vation. 
B.3 Proof of Proposition 3.8
Proof. Based on Proposition 3.5 one of the conditions (1) or (2) hold. Suppose condition (1)
applies. In combination via Lemma B.2 we find that neither e <WCP f nor f <WCP e .
Suppose condition (2) applies. This case covers write-read races due to write-read dependencies.
As WCP does not enforce the WRD condition we again find that neither e <WCP f nor f <WCP
e . 
B.4 Proof of Proposition 4.5
Proof. We need to show that the <W 3 relation does not rule out any predictable data race pairs.
For this to hold we show that any correctly reordered prefix satisfies the <W 3 relation. Clearly, this
is the case for the PO and WRD.
What other happens-before conditions need to hold for correctly reordered prefixes? For crit-
ical sections we demand that they must follow a proper acquire/release order. We also cannot
arbitrarily reorder critical sections as write-read dependencies must be respected. See Lemma B.3.
Condition Weak WCP catches such cases.
We have e ∈ CS(y), f ∈ CS(y)′ and e <W 3 f . Critical section CS(y)′ appears after CS(y) (other-
wise e <W 3 f would not hold). Considering the entire trace,CS(y)′ cannot be put in front ofCS(y)
via some reordering (see Lemma B.3).
As we may only consider a prefix, it is legitimate to apply some reordering that only affects
parts of CS(y)′. Due to e <W 3 f we may only reorder the part of CS(y)′ that is above of f in the
trace. This requirement is captured via rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f .
We find that the <W 3 relation does not rule out any of the correctly reordered prefixes. This
concludes the proof. 
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B.5 Proof of Proposition 4.6
Proof. We need to show that some correctly reordered prefix ofT exists for which the potential
Lockset-W3 race pair (e, f ) appear right next to each other in the reordered trace. W.l.o.g. we
assume that e appears before f in T and thread(e) = 1 and thread(f ) = 2.
Consider the specific case where LS(e) = LS(f ) = {}. The layout of the trace is as follows.
1♯ 2♯
...
...
e
T1
T ′1
T2
T ′2
...
...
Tn
T ′n
f
Clearly, none of the parts T1, . . . ,Tn can happen before any of the parts T ′1 , . . . ,T
′
n w.r.t. the <
W 3
relation. Otherwise, e <W 3 f which contradicts the assumption.
Hence, T ′1 , . . . ,T
′
n are independent of T1, . . . ,Tn and the trace can be correctly reordered as fol-
lows.
1♯ 2♯
...
...
T ′1
...
T ′n
e
f
T1
...
Tn
Hence, we are done for this case.
The above reasoning can be generalized for the case LS(e) ∩ LS(f ) = {}. Events e and f may
be part of some critical sections but the layout of the trace is similar to the above specific cases.
Subtraces T ′1 , . . . ,T
′
n can again be moved above.
Due to LS(e) ∩ LS(f ) = {}, any critical sections e and f are in may overlap, i.e. interleaved
executed, because they do not share a common lock. Hence, we are able to achieve a reordering
where e and f appear right next to each other in the trace. 
B.6 Proof of Proposition 5.7
We first state some auxiliary results.
In general, we can reach all missing pairs by using pairs in conc(x) as a start and by follow-
ing edge constraints. This property is guaranteed by the following statement. We slightly abuse
notation and identify events e, f ,д via their epochs and vice versa.
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Lemma B.4. Let T be a trace and x be some variable. Let edges(x) and conc(x) be obtained by
W3POE+E . Let (e, f ) be two conflicting events involving variable x where (e, f ) < conc(x), pos(e) <
pos(f ) and e, f are concurrent to each other w.r.t. W3. Then, there exists д1, . . .дn ∈ edges(x) such
that e ≺ д1 ≺ . . . ≺ дn and (дn , f ) ∈ conc(x).
Proof. We consider the point in time event e is added to RW (x) when running W3POE+E . By
the time we reach f , event e has been removed from RW (x). Otherwise, (e, f ) ∈ conc(x) which
contradicts the assumption.
Hence, there must be some д1 in RW (x) where pos(e) < pos(д1) < pos(f ). As д1 has removed e ,
there must exist e ≺ д1 ∈ edges(x) (1).
By the time we reach f , either д1 is still in RW (x), or д1 has been removed by some д2 where
д1 ≺ д2 ∈ edges(x) and д2 ∈ RW (x). As between e and f there can only be a finite number of
events, we must reach some дn ∈ RW (x) where д1 ≺ . . . ≺ дn (2). Event дn must be concurrent to
f .
Suppose дn is not concurrent to f . Then, дn <W 3 f (3). The case f <W 3 дn does not apply
because дn appears before f in the trace. Edges imply W3 relations. From (2), we conclude that
д1 <
W 3 . . . <W 3 дn (4). (1), (2) and (4) combined yields e <W 3 f . This contradicts the assumption
that e and f are concurrent.
Hence, дn is concurrent to f . Hence, (дn, f ) ∈ conc(x). Furthermore, we have that e ≺ д1 ≺
. . . ≺ дn ∈ edges(x). 
Example F.1 does not contradict the above Lemma B.4. The lemma states that all concurrent
pairs can be identified.
The next property characterizes a sufficient condition under which a pair is added to conc(x).
Lemma B.5. Let T be a well-formed trace. Let e, f ∈ T rwx for some variable x such that (1) e and
f are concurrent to each other w.r.t. W3, (2) pos(f ) > pos(e), and (3) ¬∃д ∈ T rwx where д and f are
concurrent to each other w.r.t. W3 and pos(f ) > pos(д) > pos(e). Let conc(x) be the set obtained by
W3POE+E . Then, we find that (e, f ) ∈ conc(x).
Proof. By induction on T . Consider the point where e is added to RW (x). We assume that e’s
epoch is of the form j♯k . We show that e is still in RW (x) at the point in time we process f .
Assume the contrary. So, e has been removed from RW (x). This implies that there is some д
such that e <W 3 д and pos(f ) > pos(д) > pos(e). We show that д must be concurrent to f .
Assume the contrary. Suppose д <W 3 f . But then e <W 3 f which contradicts the assumption
that e and f are concurrent to each other. Suppose f <W 3 д. This contradicts the fact that pos(f ) >
pos(д).
We conclude that дmust be concurrent to f . This is a contradiction to (3). Hence, e has not been
removed from RW (x).
By assumption e and f are concurrent to each other. Then, we can argue that k > (i)[j]
where by assumption (i) is f ’s vector clock and e has the epoch j♯k . Hence, (e, f ) is added to
conc(x). 
We are now ready to verify Proposition 5.7.
Proof. We first show that the construction of PC(x) terminates by showing that no pair is added
twice. Consider (e, f ) ∈ conc(x) where д ≺ e . We remove (e, f ) and add (д, f ).
Do we ever encounter (f , e)? This is impossible as the position of first component is always
smaller than the position of the second component.
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Do we re-encounter (e, f )? This implies that there must exist д such that e ≺ д where (д, f ) ∈
conc(x). By Lemma B.5 this is in contradiction to the assumption that (e, f ) appeared in conc(x).
We conclude that the construction of PC(x) terminates.
Pairs are kept in a total order imposed by the position of the first component. As shown above
we never revisit pairs. For each e any predecessor д where д ≺ e ∈ edges(x) can be found in
constant time (by using a graph-based data structure). Then, a new pair is built in constant time.
There are O(n ∗ n) pairs overall to consider. We conclude that the construction of PC(x) takes
time O(n ∗ n). By Lemma B.4 we can guarantee that all pairs in CT will be reached. Then, CT ⊆
⋃
x PC(x). 
B.7 Proof of Lemma 5.8
Proof. Follows from the fact that W3POE+E computes the event’s lockset and vector clock. To
check if two events are concurrent it suffices to compare the earlier in the trace events time stamp
against the time stamp of the later in the trace event. Recall that for pairs in conc(x) and therefore
also PC(x), the left component event occurs earlier in the trace than the right component event. 
C LOCKSET-W3 UNSOUNDNESS
The Lockset-W3 check is unsound in general. We first give an example that shows unsoundness
of the lockset method when combined with the HB relation.
Example C.1. Consider the trace
1♯ 2♯
1. w(z)
2. acq(x)
3. w(y)
4. rel(x)
5. acq(x)
6. r (y)
7. rel(x)
8. w(z)
The plain lockset check (only imposing HB instead of W3) will report the potential race pair
(w(z)1,w(z)8). Lockset with W3 will not report this pair due tow(z)1 <W 3 w(z)8. Due to the write-
read dependency involving variable y, the pair (w(z)1,w(z)8) is not a predictable data race pair.
Hence, potential race pair (w(z)1,w(z)8) is a false positive.
The above is an example that shows the lockset method with HB is unsound. To show unsound-
ness of Lockset-W3 we need a bit more involved example.
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Example C.2. Consider the following trace.
1♯ 2♯ 3♯ 4♯
1. acq(y)
2. w(z1)
3. r (z1)
4. w(x)
5. w(z2)
6. r (z2)
7. rel(y)
8. acq(y)
9. w(z3)
10. r (z3)
11. w(x)
12. w(z4)
13. r (z4)
14. rel(y)
Due to the write-read dependencies involving variables z1, z2, z3, z4, the both writes on x are pro-
tected by the lock y. Hence, the pair (w(x)4,w(x)11) is not a predictable data race pair. However,
under W3 events w(x)4,w(x)11) are unordered and their lockset is empty. Hence, the Lockset-W3
method (falsely) reports the potential data race pair (w(x)4,w(x)11).
The above example shows a potential write-write Lockset-W3 race pair that is not predictable.
By replacingw(x)11 with r (x)11 we immediately get an example of a potential write-read Lockset-
W3 race pair that is not predictable. We can also replace w(x)4 with r (x)4 (and keep w(x)11). To
satisfy the initial write assumption, we introducew(x)0 in thread 2. This gives us an example of a
potential read-write Lockset-W3 race pair that is not predictable.
The above examples also show that neither Lockset-HB nor Lockset-W3 have the guarantee that
the first (potential) race reported is sound.
D WRD RACE PAIRS
Lockset-W3 WRD race pairs characterize write-read races resulting from the trace-specific or al-
ternative schedules. Recall Example 2.11. The pair (w(x)1, r (x)7) is Lockset-W3 WRD race pair.
However, this pair is not a SHB WRD race pair because the write-read race results from some
alternative schedule.
E W3 VARIANTS
We consider the following variant of W3 where we impose a slightly different Weak WCP rule.
Definition E.1 (WRD + Weak WCP with Acquire). Let T be a trace. We define a relation <W 3A
among trace events as the smallest partial order that satisfies conditions PO and WRD as well as
the following condition:
Weak WCP with Acquire: Let f ∈ T be an event. Let CS(y), CS(y)′ be two critical sections
where CS(y) appears before CS(y)′ in the trace, f ∈ CS(y)′ and acq(CS(y)) <W 3A f . Then,
rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f .
We refer to <W 3A as the WRD + Weak WCP with Acquire (W3A) relation.
TheWeak WCP rule in Definition 4.1 is more general compared to the WeakWCP with Acquire
rule. The Weak WCP rule says that if e ∈ CS(y), f ∈ CS(y)′ and e <W 3 f . then rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f .
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Hence, the Weak WCP with Acquire rule is an instance of this rule. Take e = acq(CS(y)). Hence,
<W 3A⊆<W 3. We can even show that all W3 relations are already covered by W3A.
Lemma E.2. <W 3=<W 3A .
Proof. Case <W 3A⊆<W 3: Follows from the fact that W3A is an instance of W3.
Case <W 3⊆<W 3A: We verify this case by induction over the number of Weak WCP rule applica-
tions.
The base cases of the induction proof hold as bothW3 andW3A assume PO andWRD. Consider
the induction step. We must find the following situation. We have that rel(CS(y)) <W 3 f where (1)
e ∈ CS(y), (2) f ∈ CS(y)′ and (3) e <W 3 f . We need to show that rel(CS(y)) <W 3A f .
From (1), (3) and POwe conclude thatacq(CS(y)) <W 3 f . By inductionwe find thatacq(CS(y)) <W 3A
f .We are in the position to apply theWeakWCPwithAcquire rule and conclude that rel(CS(y)) <W 3A
f and we are done. 
We consider yet another variant of W3.
Definition E.3 (WRD + Weak WCP for Read). Let T be a trace. We define a relation <W 3R among
trace events as the smallest partial order that satisfies conditions PO and WRD as well as the
following condition:
Weak WCP for Read: Let e, f ∈ T be two events where f is a read event. Let CS(y), CS(y)′
be two critical sections where e ∈ CS(y), f ∈ CS(y)′ and e <W 3R f . Then, rel(CS(y)) <W 3R f .
We refer to <W 3R as the WRD + Weak WCP for Read (W3R) relation.
The difference to W3 is that the Weak WCP for Read rule only applies to read events. Again,
we find that <W 3R⊆<W 3 because W3R is an instance of W3. However, the other direction does not
hold because some W3 relations do not apply for W3R as the following example shows.
Example E.4. Consider the trace
1♯ 2♯
1. acq(y)
2. w(x)
3. w(z)
4. rel(y)
5. r (x)
6. acq(y)
7. w(z)
8. rel(y)
9. w(z)
Betweenw(x)2 and r (x)5 there is a WRD. In combination with PO, we find that acq(y)1 <W 3 w(z)7.
Via the Weak WCP rule we conclude that rel(y)4 <W 3 w(z)7. As there is no read event in the
(second) critical section (acq(y)6, rel(y)8), we do not impose rel(y)4 <W 3 w(z)7 under W3R.
We summarize. W3 and W3A are equivalent. W3R is weaker. In the context of data race predic-
tion this means that by using W3R we may encounter more false positives.
Consider again Example E.4. Under W3R, conflicting events w(z)3 and w(z)9 are not synchro-
nized and their lockset is disjoint. Hence, (w(z)3,w(z)9) form a potential data race pair under W3R.
This is a false positive because due to the WRD the critical sections cannot be reordered such that
w(z)3 andw(z)9) appear right next to each other.
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F FILTERING EXAMPLE
Example F.1. Consider the following trace annotated with RW (x), edges(x) and conc(x). As in
Example 5.5, we omit explicit vector clocks and epochs for brevity and write wi (ri ) for a write
(read) at trace position i .
1♯ 2♯ 3♯ RW (x) edges(x) conc(x)
1. w(x) {w1}
2. w(y1) {w1}
3. r (y1) {w1}
4. w(y2) {w1}
5. w(x) {w5} w1 ≺ w5
6. r (y2) {w5}
7. w(x) {w5,w7} (w5,w7)
Besides writes on x , we also find reads/writes on variablesy1 andy2. We do not keep track of these
events as their sole purpose is to enforce via some write-read dependencies thatw1 <W 3 w7.
W3POE+E yields conc(x) = {(w5,w7)} and edges(x) = {w1 ≺ w5}. Post-processing then yields
PC(x) = {(w5,w7), (w1,w7)}. However, (w1,w7) is not potential write-write race pair because
w1 <
W 3 w7.
As the example shows, post-processing may also yield some non-concurrent pairs. Hence, we
check if pairs in PC(x) are concurrent to each other w.r.t. W3 and that their locksets are disjoint.
G W3POE+E OPTIMIZATIONS
Algorithm 2W3POE+E Read-Read Optimizations
1: procedure read(i,x)
2: j = LWt (x)
3: if (i)[j] > LW (x)[j] ∧ LSt (i) ∩ LWL (x) = ∅ then
4: reportPotentialRace(i♯(i)[i], j♯LW (x)[j])
5: end if
6: (i) =(i) ⊔ LW (x)
7: (i) = w3a((i),LSt (i))
8: evt = {(i♯(i)[i],(i),LSt (i))} ∪ evt
9: edges(x) = {j♯k ≺ i♯(i)[i] | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k < (i)[j]} ∪ edges(x)
10: conc(x) = {(j♯k, i♯(i)[i]) | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ k > (i)[j] ∧ j♯k is a write} ∪ conc(x)
11: RW (x) = {i♯(i)[i]} ∪ {j♯k | j♯k ∈ RW (x) ∧ (k > (i)[j] ∨ j♯k is a write)}
12: inc((i), i)
13: end procedure
G.0.1 Read-Read Pair Removal. The set conc(x) also maintains concurrent read-read pairs. This
is necessary as we otherwise might miss to detect some read-write race pairs. We provide an
example shortly. In practice there are many more reads compared to writes. Hence, we might have
to manage a high number of concurrent read-read pairs.
We can remove all read-read pairs from conc(x) if we relax the assumptions on RW (x). Usually,
all events in RW (x)must be concurrent to each other. We relax this condition as follows:
• All writes considered on their own and all reads considered on their own are concurrent to
each.
• A write may happen before a read.
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Based on the relaxed condition, set conc(x) no longer needs to keep track of read-read pairs.
Algorithm2 shows the necessary changes that only affect the processing of reads. The additional
side condition "j♯k is a write" ensures that no read-read pairs will be added to conc(x). For RW (x)
the additional side condition guarantees that a write can only be removed by a subsequent write
(in happens-before W3 relation).
Example G.1. Consider the following trace.
1♯ 2♯ 3♯ RW (x)′ RW (x) conc(x)′ conc(x) edges(x)
1. w(x) {w1} {w1}
2. r (x) {r2} {w1, r2} w1 ≺ r2
3. w(x) {r2,w3} {w1, r2,w3} (r2,w3) (w1,w3)
(r2,w3)
4. r (x) {r2, r4} {w1, r2,w3, r4} (r2, r4) (w1, r4) w2 ≺ r4
5. r (x) {r2, r4, r5} {w1, r2,w3, r4, r5} (r2, r5) (w1, r5)
(r4, r5) (w3, r5)
We write RW (x)′ and conc(x)′ to refer to the sets as calculated by Algorithm 1 whereas RW (x)
and conc(x) refer to the sets as calculated by Algorithm 2.
The race pair (w1, r4) is detected in the first pass of Algorithm 2. Based on Algorithm 1 we
require some post-processing to detect (w1, r4) based onw1 ≺ r2 and (r2, r4).
We conclude. All read-read pairs can be eliminated from conc(x) by making the adjustments de-
scribed by Algorithm 2. By relaxing the conditions on RW (x) any write-read pair that is detectable
by post-processing via a read-read pair and some write-read edges is immediately detectable via
the set RW (x). Recall that a write in RW (x) will only be removed from RW (x) if there is a sub-
sequent write in happens-before W3 relation. Hence, Algorithms 1 and 2 and their respective
post-processing phases yield the same number of potential race pairs.
The time and space complexities are also the same. The set RW (x) under the relaxed conditions
is still bounded by O(k). We demand that that all writes considered on their own and all reads
considered on their own are concurrent to each. Hence, there can be a maximum of O(k) writes
and O(k) reads.
The above example suggests that we may also remove write-read edges. The edgew1 ≺ r2 plays
no role for post-processing based on Algorithm 2. This assumption does not hold in general. The
construction of edges(x) for Algorithms 1 and 2 must remain the same.
Example G.2. Consider the following trace.
1♯ 2♯ 3♯
1. w(x)
2. r (x)
3. w(y)
4. r (y)
5. r (x)
6. w(x)
7. w(x)
Due to the write-read dependency involving variable y, Algorithm 2 only reports a single write-
write pair, namely (w6,w7). The additional pair (w1,w7) is detected during post-processing where
write-read and read-write edges such asw1 ≺ r2 and r5 ≺ w6 are necessary.
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G.0.2 Aggressive Filtering. We aggressively apply the filtering check (Lemma 5.8) during post-
processing. A pair (e, f ) ∈ conc(x) (step (2) in Definition 5.6) that fails the Lockset + W3 Filtering
check will not be added to PC(x) (step (4)). But we have to consider the candidates (дi , f ) and add
them to conc(x) (step (5)) as we otherwise might miss some potential race candidates.
Example G.3. Consider the following trace.
1♯ 2♯
1. w(x)
2. acq(y)
3. w(x)
4. rel(y)
5. w(x)
6. acq(y)
7. w(x)
8. rel(y)
In the first pass we run W3PO and obtain conc(x) = {(w5,w7)} and edges(x) = {w1 ≺ w3 ≺ w5}.
The second post-processing pass proceeds as follows. Via (w5,w7) we obtain the next candidate
(w3,w7). This candidate is not added to PC(x) because locksets ofw3 andw7 are not disjoint. Hence,
the filtering check fails.
We remove (w5,w7) from conc(x) but add (w3,w7) to conc(x). Adding (w3,w7) is crucial. Via
(w3,w7) we obtain candidate (w1,w7). This candidate is added to PC(x) (and represents an actual
write-write race pair).
There are cases where we can completely ignore candidates. If the filtering check fails because
e and f are in happens-before W3 relation, then we can completely ignore (e, f ) and add (e, f ) not
to conc(x). This is safe because all further candidates reachable via edge constraints will also be in
W3 relation. Hence, such candidates would fail the filtering check as well.
G.0.3 Removal of Critical Sections. The history of critical sections for locky is maintained byH (y).
We currently only add critical sections without ever removing them. From the view of thread i
and its to be processed events, we can safely remove a critical section if (a) thread i has already
synchronized with this critical section (see function w3 in Algorithm 1), and (b) the release event
happens-before the yet to be processed events.
Removing of critical sections is specific to a certain thread. Hence, we use thread-local histories
H (i,y) instead of a global history H (y). Both removal conditions can be integrated into function
w3. See the updated function w3 in Algorithm 3. Function w3 additionally expects the thread id
(and therefore all calls must include now this additional parameter).
We always remove after synchronization. Hence, removal checks (a) and (b) boil down to the
same check which is carried out within line numbers 4-6. If the time stamp of the release is smaller
compared to thread’s time stamp (for the thread the release is in), the release happens-before and
therefore the critical section can be removed.
In case of a release event, we add the critical section to all other thread-local histories. Processing
of all other events as well as post-processing remains unchanged.
In theory, the size of histories can still grow considerably.
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Algorithm 3 Thread-local history and removal
1: function w3(i,V , LSt )
2: for y ∈ LSt do
3: for (j♯k,V ′) ∈ H (i,y) do
4: if V’[ j ] < V[ j ] then
5: H (i,y) = H (i,y) − {(j♯k,V ′)}
6: else
7: if k < V [j] then
8: V = V ⊔V ′
9: end if
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
return V
13: end function
1: procedure release(i,y)
2: (i) = w3(i,(i), LSt (i))
3: LSt (i) = LSt (i) − {y}
4: for i ′ , i do
5: H (i ′,y) = H (i ′,y) ∪ {(Acq(()x),(i))}
6: end for
7: inc((i), i)
8: end procedure
Example G.4. Consider the following trace.
1♯ 2♯
1. acq(y)
2. w(x1)
3. acq(y)
. . .
acq(y)
w(xn)
rel(y)
acq(y)
r (xi )
rel(y)
In thread 2’s thread-local history we would find all n critical sections of thread 1. This shows that
size of thread-local histories may grow linearly in the size of the trace.
As we assume the number of distinct variables is a constant, some of the variables x j might be
repeats. Hence, we could truncate thread 2’s thread-local history by only keeping the most recent
critical section that contains a write access to x j . Hence, the number of distinct variable imposes
a bound on the size of thread-local histories.
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Similarly, we can argue that the number of thread imposes a bound on the size of thread-local
histories. Hence, we claim that the size of thread-local histories be limited to the sizeO(v ∗k)with-
out compromising the correctness of the resulting W3 relation. We assume that k is the number
of threads and v the number of distinct variables.
Maintaining the size O(v ∗ k) for thread-local histories would require additional management
effort. Tracking thread id’s of critical sections and the variable accesses that occur within critical
sections etc. In our practical experience, it suffices to simply impose a fixed limit for thread-local
histories. For the examples we have encountered, it suffices to only keep the five most recent
critical sections. That is, when adding a critical section to a thread-local history and the limit is
exceeded, the to be added critical section simply overwrites the oldest critical section in the thread-
local history.
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